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Restaurant Depot Selects InMotion Global TMS™ as its Transportation 
Management System 
 

InMotion Global provides Restaurant Depot with a technology-driven Logistics 
& Transportation strategy to better serve both clients and vendors 
 
Saint Petersburg, FL – August 13, 2010 
 
Restaurant Depot, the international cash & carry restaurant supply wholesaler, selected 
InMotion Global TMS™ (IMG), as its Transportation Management System and has deployed the 
first phase of implementation in its Midwest Corporate offices in Chicago.   
 
“Selecting a Transportation Management System for an operation as large as ours was no small 
feat,” according to the Restaurant Depot Logistics Team.  “We researched most of the systems 
out there and concluded that InMotion Global TMS™ was the right system for us backed by the 
right company.  When we went live with InMotion Global, we saw an immediate increase in 
visibility and could watch for trends and fluctuations that we could not see previously.  The 
system has allowed us to track every load in transit and become proactive in our route 
planning.  Logistics is a complex aspect of this business and InMotion Global TMS™ has 
simplified a process that used to be cumbersome and made it easier to control.”   
 
Because InMotion Global TMS™ is web-based, companies can consolidate and streamline their 
entire transportation processes, allowing users to access the system at any time, from 
anywhere.  Shippers such as Restaurant Depot, which operates numerous warehouses 
nationwide, are able to manage an unlimited number of locations and users in real-time while 
maintaining total situational awareness of all logistical activity. 
 
Moreover, InMotion Global TMS™ is the only TMS on the market that provides the option to be 
100% free of all costs, both fixed and variable, depending on the type of implementation 
chosen.  No other TMS on the market offers a 100% cost-free option to customers. 
 
Tim Higham, CEO of InMotion Global welcomed Restaurant Depot to the IMG family of users.  
“We are incredibly pleased to have Restaurant Depot select us as its TMS provider.  The 
Restaurant Depot Team put in long hours to find the right system and, as we walked with them 
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through the process of learning more about what our system could provide, we really came to 
respect their dedication and tenacity in reducing distribution costs.  As one of the largest food 
distributors in the United States, Restaurant Depot moves a very high volume of loads each 
year and the selection of a system to manage that amount of freight is no small undertaking.” 
 
InMotion Global has developed its intuitive, turnkey system so that companies experience no 
down time during implementations, a key factor when selecting a new software provider.  In 
fact, InMotion Global TMS™ can be fully implemented and integrated in weeks, not months or 
years as with other systems.   
 
Tim Higham explains, “Our training process involves uploading customers’ own load data into a 
‘sandbox’ version of IMG so that they can see exactly how the system will handle their unique 
situations and challenges.  Each company has its own requirements for a TMS and its own 
terminology and processes for handling logistics.  InMotion Global TMS™ is flexible enough to 
allow for easy, business-rule customization so that the customer’s unique needs are met. 
 
“Once the training is complete, our support team steps in and continues to walk the company 
through the implementation process, offering both on-site and virtual ongoing support.  Our 
goal is to ensure that the users are comfortable with the system and make full use of its 
reporting, forecasting and asset oversight capabilities.  A TMS needs to be a tool that shippers 
can use to lower costs, boost productivity and increase profits.  That is why InMotion Global 
TMS™ adapts to all types of shipping environments and is powerful enough to accommodate 
companies of any size.  We are proud of our development team for building such an amazing 
system and equally proud to welcome Restaurant Depot as a valued customer.” 
 
 
About InMotion Global, Inc.   

InMotion Global, Inc. provides the industry-leading and patent-pending Transportation Management System, 
Ascend TMS™ with its companion web-based load tracking portal LoadLink™ to thousands of shippers, 3PL”s and 
asset carriers in 19 different countries across the United States.  Ascend TMS™ is the only TMS software that 
provides a true enterprise level TMS solution at zero cost to users. InMotion Global’s TMS software manages 
logistics operations for multi-billion dollar international corporations as well as small sole-proprietor based 
businesses. InMotion Global, Inc. is partially owned by Palm Beach Capital (www.PBCap.com), a large Florida based 
private equity firm.  InMotion Global, Inc. has been headquartered in Florida since 2002. Learn more at 
www.InMotionGlobal.com. 
 
 
About Restaurant Depot 
 
Restaurant Depot is a wholesaler of restaurant supplies and equipment; fresh, frozen and dry foods; beverages, 
paper goods and cleaning supplies.  With locations in 26 states, Restaurant Depot offers the food service industry 
gourmet-quality, brand-name and private-label products at a considerable savings.  As a members-only, cash and 
carry foodservice supplier, Restaurant Depot offers free memberships to business owners, managers and chefs and 
to purchasers for non-profit organizations.  The RD Store is one of the largest online restaurant suppliers. 
Learn more at www.RestaurantDepot.com. 
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